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The Stokes experiment in a 
foam - a summary 
I. Tudur Davies 
One way in which the complex elastic, plastic and viscous properties of a liquid 
foam can be explored is through the interaction between the foam and an object 
moving relative to it. This variation on the classic "Stokes" experiment is an 
important tool to investigate foam rheology. Here, we provide a summary of 
published experimental or simulation results and categorize them in various ways to 
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flows of foam: Drag 
exerted on circular 
obstacles and 
dissipation
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Flow of foam past 
an elliptical 
obstacle
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Two-dimensional 
flow of foam around 
an obstacle: Force 
measurements
















Anti-Inertial Lift in 
Foams: A 
Signature of the 
Elasticity of 
Complex Fluids































































2D liquid foams 








































patterns, part II: 
2D plasticity, 




















































flow of foam 
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experiment, 

















Yield drag in a 
two-dimensional 
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